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Keeping it in the family

Family-owned business forms the
backbone of the British economy.
According to the Institute for Family

Business (IFB), there are three million family
firms in the UK accounting for 66% of

all small and medium sized enterprises.
Together, they employ 9.2 million people-
40% of total private sector employment.

But, while all businesses are susceptible
to failure, it is estimated that only a third of
family-owned firrris make it to the second

generation and just 12% make it to the
third. In fact, the IFB research shows that
flawed succession planning results in
100,000 of these firms shutting down
or being severely affected each year. In
addition to managing succession, family
firms have to contend with other inherent
challenges such as remaining relevant
through generations and working with

external board members. It takes a real
family effort to make it work, whether
you are a third-generation business
or just starting out.

Willingness to reinvent

To endure, a family business - and its
products or services - must stay relevant.

Adaptability and sustainability underpin
the business model at Macsween of
Edinburgh, third-generation makers
of haggis and black pudding, now run
by siblings James and Jo Macsween.

"It'seasy to get a bit obsessed about
family heritage and not recognise there
are strands of your business that should be
consigned to history," says Jo. "We started as a
high-street family butcher. Then, during the
'805,supermarket shopping entered
the mainstream, people first heard about BSE
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Going into business with your relatives can cause
no end of problems. IWONA TOKC-WILDE discovers
what it takes to build a family business that lasts.

and vegetarianism became fashionable.
All of this could have meant the end for the
business."

Jos father, who passed away in 2006,
was tempted to wait this out but her

mother insisted a change was needed.
"We gave up retailing and focused on
specialist manufacturing of a product we
already had a great reputation for - our
haggis, including a vegetarian version -
and we now supply the supermarkets."

Platt & Hill, a fifth generation family
firm that has been making mattresses in

Oldham since 1889, is run by Andrew
Hill, John Platt and Nicholas Hill. Unlike
many textile firms that disappeared when
manufacturing declined, the Platt and Hill
families have been able to adapt by devel-
oping specialist and high-end products.

"In the late 19505and early 19605
we moved away from natural fillings to
manmade materials," says director
Andrew Hill. "Recently,we've launched
theenglishmattresscompany.co.uk
which sells our luxury mattresses directly
to consumers online."

It's easy to get a bit
obsessed about family
heritage and not recognise
there are strands of your
business that should be
consigned to history
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Managing differences

Attempts at a change of direction can lead
to disagreements and conflict in family-run
businesses. "It'smore difficult to separate
the personal from the professional," says
Karen Mercer-West, business coach at
Dunelm Business Consultants. "When
sparks fly, instead of handling the situation
calmly and objectively like you would with
a colleague, it's easier to fly off the handle
and act unreasonably."

After Jo and James joined the business

in the early 1990s, the Macsween family
decided to learn about emotional intelli-
gence and how to communicate more
effectively. "Wejoined a Centre for Family
Enterprise program then run by the
University of Caledonia," says Jo. "Now,
and after years of further training, we've
got a toolbox to fall back on 50 we both
know when it's time to shut up and listen."

But growing up together helps with
communication too. "We had enough
fights when we were kids and know each
other inside out," says AIi Smeaton, who

founded fancy dress brand Morphsuits
in 2009 with his brother Fraser and their
friend Gregor Lawson. "Becausewe're
50 close, we know when to suck it up and
just get on with it - it's about growing the
business, not family politics."

Family closeness makes it easier to
share a common vision and goals. "We
make decisions on the company direction
together," says John Roper, sales director
at Bradford-based Ashtree Vision and
Safety, The company was founded in
1977 by John's father Alan, who is the
company's managing director, John's sister
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Lucie also works for the business. 'Although
sometimes it's like the Dragons' Den here,"
admits John. "tm a salesman and my father's
an accountant, which was his profession
before Ashtree. I have to pitch ideas to him
and try to loosen the purse strings for some
new tooling or a new trade show"

Divide and conquer

Playing to everyone's competencies and
strengths and putting the right people
in the right roles is particularly important
where family members are involved.
"/'m a qualified accountant whereas Fraser
had worked in marketing and sales, so I took
control of the finances and Fraset,along with
our business partner, focused on growing the
brand," says Ali Smeaton.

Oan Orogman is managing director of
online software company 02 Interactive,
which he founded with his younger
brother Tom. "Day-to-day, I manage our
client accounts and new business, which
means I spend a lot of time out of the office
attending meetings," says Dan. 'Tom's in the
studio working on projects and managing
our team of developers and designers."
To manage their company's finances, the
brothers employed their mum. "Who better
to look after your money? Although we
do get told off for spending it sometimes!"

When it comes to making those final

decisions though, having one leader is a
must. 'Although in many respects it's a
partnership and Tom and I take the same
salary, I have the final say on which direction
we take the business," says Dan.

The key is running it like a business and
not a family, sums up Karen Mercer-West:

"Seekadditional capabilities and skills outside
the family - a diverse board that includes
non-family members as well as external
advisers and mediators, ensures that
decisions are made objectively and for the
right commercial reasons." External board
members bring fresh perspectives and
new ideas. 'Also, having Gregor's third point
of view means there's never any deadlock,"
says Ali Smeaton.

Dan and Tom Drogman often consult
their dad, who has owned a number of
successful businesses. "But we also have
outside business mentors, including a long-
term client and our accountant," says Dan.

Planning succession

Above all else, successful transition has
always been crucial to the survival of family
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FAMILY VALUES
Tracey Samuel set up her successful
Bonnie Baby Childrenswear
business back in 2005. Her husband
Gareth joined the business in the
sixth year of trading, when Tracey
had reached a point where Bonnie
Baby had grown and needed more
structure and a bigger sales force.

Bringing Gareth in as sales

director was an easy decision for
Tracey: her business was founded
because she and Gareth had started
a family so it seemed logical to bring
more family into that mix. They both
try to leave the business at the office,
but they admit they don't manage

to do it 100% of the time. According

firms. This does not mean an entitlement to
a job by virtue of birth. 'The incumbent direc-
tors need to manage the number of children
coming into the business in each generation,"
says Andrew Hill. Even one superfluous or

incompetent family member could desta-
bilise the business, when others are trying

to build it for the good of the employees
and shareholders. 'They must be able to add
something to the businessjust like all other
employees," says Dan.

Equally, there mustn't be any pressure

to join the business. "Dad felt very strongly
that my brother and I should have other
choices so we both went off to university and
college," says Jo Macsween. "At first, James
wanted to teach sport; I did architectural
history and went to teach English in Eastern
Europe. But when I came back, I did a post-
grad course in management studies and
self-appointed myself as our marketing
manager."

What must be done is proper succes-
sion planning and preparation, which can
take 10 years, says Jo: "You do this in fits and
starts because you always get blown off track
by the current demands ofyour business.
Also, the exiting generation and the up-and-
coming generation move at different speeds."
Unlike many other family businesses, the
Macsweens did not wait till there was a
crisis. "We practised succession like a fire drill-
dad would come into work, say 'I'm dead;
then leave. This really made us focus,"
says Jo. "So,when the time did come, the
succession plan was already in place and
we could focus on being a daughter and
a son to a dying man."
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to Tracey, "its a work in progress, but I know
that Bonnie Baby is now led by two very
focused and hard working directors':

There is something else that can shorten
the odds for family business survival. "Having
some of the things that their forefathers had to
work hard for os a given' means that the new
generation may not develop the drive neces-
sary to work in the business and succeed,"
says Karen Mercer-West.

And what if there are no children
or if they are too young to get involved?

"By the time John, Nick and I are ready
to retire, the next generation of the Platt &
Hill families will barely have finished their
education," says Andrew Hill. "But my
younger half-brother Jamie has just finished
university and joined us, ensuring that the
business remains a family concern."

Jo Macsween has no children, her
brother's are very young, and her other
sister, who is not involved with the business,

is just about to have a baby.
"Still,as far as our constitution is concerned,
her child will have the same rights as my
brother's children if they get accepted by the
board to join the business."The Macsweens
accept that not having a lot of children
might mean the company does not go
to a fourth generation. 'A sale or a manage-
ment buyout might be the best thing for
the business,"says Jo.

"You have to be philosophical about these
things. A family business is three overlapping
circles: one is ownership and governance, the
other is running the business and the third
one is family Owners sit in all three and have
to do what's right for everyone concerned." 11II
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